PBS Education supports and connects all teachers—especially those in high-need communities—with high-quality, trusted media content and professional development experiences. Together with PBS member stations, we impact classrooms across the U.S.

PBS IS THE #1 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA BRAND*

1.8M EDUCATORS AND USERS HAVE INSTANT ACCESS TO CONTENT FROM PBSLEARNINGMEDIA.ORG

950+ CLASSROOM CHANGEMAKERS SERVE AS TEACHER AMBASSADORS FOR PBS AROUND THE COUNTRY

100K+ INSTRUCTIONAL DIGITAL RESOURCES (FROM PBSLEARNINGMEDIA.ORG) TEACHERS CAN USE TO CREATE RICH LEARNING EXPERIENCES
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99% OF MEMBER STATIONS ARE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN EDUCATION THROUGH LOCALIZED PBS LEARNINGMEDIA SITES

A STUDY REVEALED THAT ON AVERAGE, STUDENTS WHO ENGAGED WITH CONTENT FROM PBS LEARNINGMEDIA OUTPERFORMED STATE ASSESSMENT NORMS BY 11 PERCENTAGE POINTS & 56% SHOWED AN INCREASE IN CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS**

* Source: Survey Sampling International (SSI), January 2016
** Source: PBS Learn More Report, 2015 (pbslearningmedia.org/research)
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